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“Investing is half as technically complex as taught, but 
twice as emotionally difficult as it is assumed.” – Morgan 
Housel.  
 

Of course, oversimplification could also be dangerous. 
Therefore simplicity does not imply that it is easy. 
However, when it comes to long-term investing, simple 
ideas and processes often triumphs over more 
complicated and expensive alternatives.  
In essence the investors’ objective should be an after-tax 
real return (through various cycles); i.e. a return above 
inflation to preserve the purchasing power over time. We 
achieve this via portfolios that consist of a combination 
of shares in companies or businesses and bonds (loan 
offerings, or contracts issued by governments are 
considered less risky) and perhaps other asset classes, 
for example, listed property. 
 

During the previous financial crisis in 2008 central bank 
intervention has made it much harder, especially for 
retired individuals who tend to have a lower allocation to 
more volatile equity markets, to earn a real return from 
interest bearing instruments. In effect, central banks 
globally are substantially lowering the “risk-free return” to 
well below inflation. This may push investors to buy 
investments that imply more volatility (we prefer to 
distinguish between risk and volatility where risk is the 
permanent impairment of capital).  
 

The purpose behind the Fed lowering interest rates (the 
Federal Reserve, or “Fed” in the US and other major 
central bank intervention) is to ensure that companies 
could carry their debt without defaulting during the 
economic downturn. It “buys” them time through a dip 
so it can recover once businesses return to previous 
levels of activity. But, the effect on debt obligations is 
dire. US government securities with a maturity of up to 
ten years currently pay between 0% and 0.7% interest 
at a time when inflation is closer to 2%! For more on 
this topic we suggest you go to this link. 
 

In South Africa we are somewhat fortunate because we 
have been able to earn a return above inflation on 
interest bearing assets. That is only if we ignore tax on 
interest income! Our government’s credit risk however 
took a major knock from the current crisis and to worsen 
circumstances, our currency has depreciated by 30% in 
just two months. Those with children or grandchildren will 
enjoy this cartoon from the New Yorker. 

 

 

Complexity in “Structured Products” 
During volatile, or so-called uncertain times, investors are 
often enticed by “guaranteed higher returns”, some of it 
offered via so-called structured products (SPs). Often SPs 
tout returns with “less risk”. Nobody likes to lose any money 
and everyone would like to earn that little extra return.  
The topic could be complex. Below we have tried to explain 
some of its basic characteristics. If you don’t want to follow 
it, skip this section and go to the next. It is an illustration of 
some of the technicalities the investor will face. We 
recommend clients to contact us where they need guidance.  
 

Understanding SPs require knowledge of derivatives and 
may involve a wide range of instruments and some financial 
engineering. Investors in SPs need to understand how to 
use such products in order to manage risks and enhance 
returns. SPs differ from the normal gain/loss of an 
investment in the stock market in that there are certain 
price points at which return-altering events may occur. 
In exchange for this, the initial return on the investment is 
higher than what could normally be achieved. Usually the 
investment is also “callable”, which means that the issuer 
can redeem it early if certain conditions (as stipulated in the 
contract) are met.  Let’s look at an example: 
Bank B issued Note A (with a credit rating BBB, normal 
interest rate 5%). The return however offered is 8% per 
annum over a maturity of five years. The note pays zero 
interest if the S&P 500 index falls by 10% after one year. 
If the S&P 500 index falls by 40% a certain amount of 
capital may be lost. The note is callable at each 
anniversary date if the S&P 500 index increases by 15% 
from inception (this example is for illustrative purposes 
and shown in the pay-off diagram below). 

 

Keep in mind, there is no “free lunch”. In other words, it is 
impossible to get a higher return without more risk. So, 
where does this extra return come from? Typically there are 
two sources: 
a) Selling financial options generate a premium (see some 

of the risks below). In the above example options on the 
performance of the S&P 500 index are sold. The issuer 
also has the option to redeem them early, for which the 
investor earns a premium (the premium is embedded in 
the return); 

b) Using an interest-bearing note issued by a relatively low 
credit quality issuer (yet, usually still investment grade). 
Lower quality issuers pay a higher interest rate. This 
additional interest rate can be used to purchase 
options. 

 

Options are like insurance contracts. With an insurance 
contract, you (the buyer) have the right to claim under 
certain conditions – usually the occurrence of some 
unfortunate event like theft or death. The condition is in 
exchange for a known upfront insurance premium. 
Similarly an option contract gives the holder the right to 
buy, or sell a financial asset (e.g. equity or bond) at a 
particular price at or before a specified date – in 
exchange for a known upfront premium. It therefore 
follows that structured products have risks not always 
inherent in traditional stocks and bonds, for example: 
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• The credit quality of the issuer could be higher than 
what an investor would normally be comfortable with; 

• For a purchased option contract the maximum 
downside risk is known. But a sold option contract the 
maximum upside (the premium) is known, but the 
downside could be significant; 

• The embedded options are not exchange traded. They 
therefore come with additional counterparty credit risk; 

• It is often not clear what level of fees are built into the 
instrument and as such, it is not transparent; 

• If an investment is callable under certain conditions, 
and interest rates have fallen in the mean time, the 
investor might have to reinvest at a substantially lower 
rate, or assume more risk by investing in another 
structured product. 

 

It is our opinion that the returns on structured 
products are rarely justified. Those with the most 
attractive returns usually carry the greatest risk.  
 

Back during the 2008/ 2009 GFC (Great Financial 
Crisis), the infamous Lehman Brothers was one of the 
issuers of many of these SPs. Compared to the hidden 
pitfalls and often-misunderstood pay-off profiles of SP’s, 
a well-planned diversified global portfolio is more likely to 
meet an investor’s return objectives. SPs is an example 
of complexity that could disappoint investors. 
 

Think about the following… 
1. Investors tend to see past market declines as 

opportunities, but future market declines as a severe 
risk; 

2. When financial markets are perceived as “stable” or 
move even higher, they often become too expensive. 
However, when markets are “volatile” and move lower, 
they tend to offer investors opportunity with less risk for 
the price paid; 

3. Successful investing has less to do with mathematics 
or numbers (although vital), but a tremendous amount 
more to do with psychology and our temperament; 

4. The perfect investment has never, and will never exist. 
Ask the people who still own Bitcoin, or perhaps Gold; 

5. You can probably afford to not be a great investor, but 
you can’t afford to be a bad one either. The point of 
investing shouldn’t be to maximize returns, but to earn 
sufficient returns at acceptable risk levels, to meet your 
goals; 

6. Everyone needs a financial plan, but the most 
important part of the plan is planning on the plan 
not going according to plan. 
 

What do investor actions reveal?  
Anticipating our own behaviour is an important element 
of what makes us successful. A study by Vanguard, a 
reputable financial institution in the US, found that those 
who reacted to a financial crisis (by making 
unnecessary changes to their allocation, for example 
switching into cash) had significantly worse 
performance than those who stuck with a well thought-
out plan. As someone once said, if you are in the dark, 
don’t move otherwise you might bump your head 
against something. The bottom line is: 
• Allocate capital wisely and review it regularly; 
• Write out your own approach during a market 

meltdown; “What do I intend to do, or should not 
do?” 

• Stick to the above. 
In the next column is a performance illustration of a 
steady (black line) versus reactive (blue line) investor. 

 
Source: Morningstar 
 

Thorough planning instead of trying to predict 
The only thing investors can be certain of is uncertainty. It 
is our only reality (the next image is courtesy of Carl 
Richards from The Behavior Gap).  
 

 
Financial institutions tend to create an impression that they 
could sell us certainty – often by offering “guarantees”. Time 
has shown the astute investor that cycles will come and go; 
nature is a perfect example of cycles and the pendulum of 
the financial system is no different. Unfortunately no one 
can predict how far the financial pendulum will swing, what 
might cause the swing to turn back, when this reverse will 
occur, or how far it will swing back in the opposite direction. 
Understanding the pendulum’s “behaviour” could be of 
enormous value. Air goes out of a balloon much faster 
than it went in; i.e. that is to say that the pendulum’s 
reverse is often faster and more severe than the 
momentum that leads up to the downturn.  
 

At the beginning of this decade, global equity markets 
seemed to be firing on all cylinders. Earnings of strong 
companies kept growing, especially in the United States. 
No one would have thought that a virus would turn our 
investment prospects for 2020 on its head. This could be 
the biggest economic recession since the Great 
Depression of 1933. We have no economic model or 
historic data to quantify the effect during the coming 
months. Compared to previous cycles, central banks 
across the globe, including the Federal Reserve acted 
swiftly and rescued the financial market from unabated 
fear. In our view the Fed will do its utmost to support the 
US financial markets. The rest of the world will follow… 
 

At Afrafin we prefer to prepare and plan instead of 
trying to predict these market cycles. Our inflation-
targeted investment strategies use an active asset 
allocation approach with underlying low-cost passive 
(index funds) instruments. No investment portfolio will 
move through market cycles unscathed, but this has 
proven an effective strategy that comes with financial 
peace of mind. 
Most recently we completed a review of international 
companies with the objective to identify strong business 
models and balance sheets. These institutions will likely 
survive the current COVID19 crisis in much better shape 
than most others and thrive thereafter. Feel free to 
contact us if you want to discuss your investment 
options. We close with an ancient Roman proverb: 
fortuna eruditis favet - fortune favours the prepared mind. 


